Architectural
Pavers

Starting with individual grains of sand,
granulated stone carefully added
and natural colour pigments using a
unique wet cast production method,
to create pavers unsurpassed in
quality, feel and appearance.
STONE evolves its ARC products
in close consultation with builders
and designers, and by using locallysourced materials, leads the industry
in producing high quality concrete
pavers and paving accessories.

STONE presents this architectural
range which has been created in
consultation with leading industry
designers and builders.
With over 2000 products of the
highest quality offering choice
in size, shape, texture and color,
STONE provides solutions for
outdoor living – made in concrete.

Colour Range
Shot
The Shot range features exposed stone granules that give these concrete pavers a distinctly clean
and modern look. The product is wet cast and individually molded or cut resulting in a product that is
dense with a high quality surface finish while retaining STONE’s signature gentle texture underfoot.
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STONE Pavers are manufactured using natural materials and therefore variations in colour can occur.

Colour Range
Etch
The Etch range is distinguished by its classic, subtle sand texture. The range is wet cast and
our unique process results in a dense, slip resistant and easily maintained paving product with
a consistent high quality surface finish.
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STONE Pavers are manufactured using natural materials and therefore variations in colour can occur.

Profiles
STONE specializes in design solutions made in concrete. We have a large range of standard profiles
but can also create custom pieces. We have produced made-to measure pool copings, images cast
in concrete and products made with unique colors and aggregates. We are passionate about design
and enjoy a challenge - so let us know what you would like to see made in concrete.

Square Paver

Rectangular Paver

Corner Pieces

Single Bullnose

Double Bullnose

Triple Bullnose

Square Coping Rebate

* Square Edged Coping

Curved Bullnose - Internal

Curved Bullnose - External

Double Curved Bullnose

Curved Square — Coping

Tactile

Skimmer Box Paver

Meticulously designed so that the
different shape and size products
complement each other, STONE
pavers offer unrivalled freedom to
customize any outdoor area.
Selected paving products can be
combined to create an Ashlar
pattern – ideal for making a largescale space feel more intimate.

Product Design & Specifications
All STONE products have been designed to suit grout joints when laid with
pavers, bullnose or copers of varying sizes. This attention to detail ensures
paving design concepts can more easily come to reality on site. All paving
sizes can be used separately or in varying combinations.
All paving sizes have been designed to align when using a 6-7mm grout joint.
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STONE also provides a custom product design service. Creative minds
focus on details and if our extensive range does not fill your needs we
work with you to create a solution.

Applications
STONE Architectural Pavers can be used with a paver
support application such as the VersiPave GP. This type of
system reduces weight-bearing loads on building structures
making it ideal for roofs, plaza decks, and balconies.
The systems are height adjustable and provide drainage
solutions on a level surface. The benefits of using this
system with STONE Architectural pavers include reduced
sound transmission, increased heat insulation, and the
ability to conceal unsightly services under the platform
while allowing easy access for maintenance.

Store Locations:
• CAMPBELLFIELD: 1596 Sydney Rd
9359-6028
• TAYLORS LAKES: 43 Melton Hwy
9390-8100

• MORDIALLOC: 80 Govenor Rd
9510-1080

www.paveworld.com.au

